
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

COMMENTS ON "ON RIAA EQUALIZATION. used, it gave somewhat less distortion at high frequen-
NETWORKS" cies because of the increased feedback. With modern

One cannot help being impressed by the thoroughness operational amplifiers, however, the distortion with theFig. 1 scheme may be made extremely low, and the
with which mathematician Stanley P. Lipshitz has inves- design procedure for obtaining an accurate RIAA re-
tigated and presented the theory of disk replay equaliza-
tion circuitryd He has obviously much enjoyed doing sponse is delightfully simple:

1) Decide on a reasonable practical value for R3.
this, just as I have enjoyed the several days required to

2) Calculate Cl from CiR3 = 3180/as.
fully absorb the contents of his paper and to compare 3) Calculate RI to give the required zero-frequency
some of his results with my own unpublished analyses. (ZF) overall gain, from:

However, while I share with him a general liking for

designing circuits correctly on a properly understood 10R3
theoretical basis, I think nevertheless that there is much Ri = 9 × (ZF gain)
virtue in avoiding analytical complexities whenever re-
sults of the required precision can be readily obtained in (The zero-frequency gain is nearly enough 10 times the
simpler ways. In the present context, the following con- 1000-Hz gain--the precise figure is 9.898.)
siderations seem to me to be important: 4) Calculate R2 from R2 = (R3/9) - RI.

a) Modern wide-band low-noise integrated opera- 5) Decide on a reasonable practical value for R4.
tional amplifiers, such as the Signetics NE5534AN or 6) Calculate C2from C2R4 = 75/as.
the Mullard TDA 1034NB, have such excellent perform- There are no approximations in the above, assuming
ance that there is little need to allow for the effects of infinite operational amplifier gain, perfect RIAA re-

finite gain in the analysis, even when quite high accuracy sponse being theoretically obtainable.
of response is required. In practice a capacitor C3 will usually be added in

b) There are other circuit arrangements than those series with Ri, for without it the high zero-frequency

considered by Mr. Lipshitz, which are both economical gain of the circuit, in association with the input bias
and much more straightforward to analyze accurately, current and offset voltage of the amplifier, is liable to

c) I do not agree that trimming is "extremely difficult lead to an output offset that may well be over 1 V. When
to carry out successfully," provided the right technique the 7950-/as bass rolloffofthe IEC-amended RIAA char-
is used. acteristic is required, C3 may be given an appropriately

I looked rather carefully into the optimum design of small value, together with slight alteration, if necessary,

RIAA replay circuits in 1967 on behalfofa British audio to other component values, as discussed by Mr. Lip-
firm, and recommended the circuit shown in basic form shitz. However, before plunging headlong into the
in Fig. 1. In the event, a more conventional circuit, of the mathematics associated with the component interactions
type analyzed by Mr. Lipshitz, was adopted, largely on involved, it is worth considering the problem on a
the grounds that, with the two-transistor amplifier then simpler basis, as follows.

Of vital importance is the question whether, for a

i S. P. Lipshitz, J. Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 27, pp. 458-481 given value of amplifier output voltage V' in Fig. 1, the
(1979 June). insertion of C3 in series withR_ does, or does not, cause a

significant change in the current flowing in Ri at any
audio frequency. If this change turns out to be insignifi-
cant, say less than 0. I db, then all need for complex

R mathematical analysis disappears, for the feedback volt-

r_J__ v, I _'_'T --'-_ age Vco,for constant V', is simply increased above its

OU_;

v I _R_ R5 !j /.a,. c2 value without C3 in accordance with the impedance of
'_--_v_,-_ T the series combination of C3and Ri, which should there-
¢ [__it--J A_ fore be given a time constant C3R1 of 7950 /aS.

-- _._ _:cc_n --- Consider a typical practical case where a circuit asC3 may served in series here shown in Fig. 1 has been designed to give an output of
-= 100mV rmsat 1000Hz for an inputof 2 mVrms.The

Fig. 1. Basic RIAA equalizer circuit discussed, impedance of the complete feedback network will then
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vary from about 50RI to about 500Ri as the frequency component values, as is seen on comparing Eqs. (1) and
falls from very high values down to zero, in the absence (2), but ihe expressions for T_and Tn in terms ofcompo-
of C3. Contemplation of this situation then makes it nent values turn out to be cumbersome, as also do the

obvious that the insertion of C3, having a reactance corresponding expressions for the component values in
equal to Ri at about 20 Hz, will cause a change in the terms of T1 to T4--not quite so cumbersome as the

impedance of the whole feedback network of much less expressions in Mr. Lipshitz's Table 3, however, for his
than 1 part in 50 at any audio i_requency; for it is only at more elaborate circuit involves solving a cubic equation
quite low audio frequencies that C3 is of any signifi- rather than a quadratic one. 3

cance, and at such frequencies the impedance of the Now it seems to me that when a piece of circuit
complete network is nearer to 500R_ than it is to 50R_. analysis threatens to yield inconveniently complex re-
Thus the effect of inserting C3on the current in R_ will be sults like this, the best thing to do is to sit back and
much less than I part in 50 (0.17 dB) and will be more consider whether the analysis can be simplified at the
nearly 1 part in 500 (0.017 dB). So we can say, without beginning, without significant loss of accuracy even for
having to do any detailed mathematics, and without precision design purposes. In the present instance, it is

having to consider the phase characteristic of the feed-' indeed possible to simplify matters a greardeal by taking
back network, that the departure of the response from into account the following two facts:

the ideal IEC-amended RIAA one, ifC3R_ is made 7950 a) The to_corner frequency (at which the overall gain
/_s and the other values are determined as already ex- has fallen to unity) is extremely low, much less than 1 Hz
plained, will be well under 0.1 .'dB at any audio fre- in most practical designs.

quency. - ' · _ b) The precise value ofw I is of no interest whatsoever

For most practical purposes, therefore, the design of a to a·design engineer.
precision circuit of the Fig. 1 type, including C3for the Thus referring again to Eq. (1), the 1 in the numerator
IEC response, can proceed on the basis 0f items 1) to 6) may be omitted for all Practical purposes, since its pres-

enumerated above, followed by: ence mainly ensures that the response levels offbelow to_
7) Calculate _C3from C3Ri = 7950/as' , · instead of continuing downward in accordance with the
A similar simplification of procedure can also often broken line in Fig. 2.4 Thus we may use Eq. (3) in place

be adopted, of course, in relation to the Fig. 3 circuit in of Eq. (1), still retaining very high accuracy at audio

Mr.Lipshitz'sarticle, frequencies(AF):
If it is desired to analyze the Fig. 1 circuit (with C3)on

a re°re rig°r°us basis-'which might be c°nsidered [ V-_-t_]worthwhi!e when the overall gain required is a good deal , atAF
less than in the above example--it may be done as

follows. _ 'p[ C3(R2 Jr Ri) Jr CiR3 Jr C3R3] Jr p2C3(R2 Jr R_)C_R3
The feedback voltage Vroin Fig. 1 may be shown to be (1 Jr pC3R 1) (1 JrpClR3)

related to the amplifier output voltage V' by:" ? _,

, C3Ri = T2 = 1/to2 C1R3 = T3 = 1/603 (3)

V' _ 1 Jrff[C3(R2 JrR 0 Jr CiR3 Jr C3R3] +.132C3(R2 JrR1)ClR3 (I)
Va, (1 JrpC3Ri)(1 JrpC_R3)

(s may be written in place oftheHeaviside operatorp = Above to3 the two denominator factors contribute a

jto, if preferred; p is strongly defended in Head and 40-dBVdecade falloffin response with rising frequency,
Mayo. 2)

The most obvious thing to do next is to factorize the
3 I was caused much puzzlement by the appearance in his

numerator, which involves solving a quadratic equa- Table l(b), (c), and (d) of relationships such as R_/R2 =
tion, so that the relation may be got into the form R_C_/R2Cj,which I thought at first must be misprints, since

,· the Cj _ppeared to cancel, yielding the unhelpful informat!on
V' (I JrpTl) (1 +pT4) thatRJR2=R_/R2!Lateritdawned°nmethat°nec°uldget

-- = (2) RtCi and R:C_into the form of functions ofT3 to T6,from the
Va, (1 +pT2) (1 +pT3) information in the table, thus producing an expression for

R_/R2 in terms of/'3 to /'6, which turns out to be so large,
where the time constants T_ i6'T4 have the same signifi- however, that it could not be fitted into the available space in

cance as in Mr. Lipshitz's analysis, the table. Mr. Lipshitz was evidently using expressions such asRtC_/R2C_ to avoid this difficulty, but I do feel that some

The frequency response corresponding to trans fer explanation was called for. '
function (2) may be represerited by the straight21_ne 4There is also a very small effect on the w4(318/as) corner
asymptotes shown in Fig. 2_ _ frequency,whichis whenthe sum of the first and last termsinthe numerator of Eq. (1) becomes equal in magnitude to the

T2 and T3 have simple and direct relationships to'the middle orp term. At this frequency, even in a design giving a
" 1000-Hz gain as Iowas 10, the magmtude ofthep' term at 0)4is

": _ approximately_2500,and it is evenhigher in the highergain
2j. W. Headand C. G.,Mayo, Unified Circuit Theory in designs. Thusthe effect of neglecting the 1 in the numerator is

Electronicsand EngineeringAna.lysis(Iliffe, 1965).... unlikely in practic e to exceed I in 2500, orO.0035 dB.
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countered, between 6o3and 0)4,by the 20-dB/decade rise in Table 1.

due to thep term in the numerator. This accounts for the R2(A) is the approximate value [see item 4], R2(B)
20-dB/decade falloff in the overall response between 6o3 being the more accurate value calculated from Eq. (6).
and 6o4shown in Fig. 2. At 6o4the p and p2 terms in the Some readers may consider the error in C3 to be
numerator are of equal magnitude, and above ,o4 the p2 undesirably large, though in view of the rather arbitrary
term is dominant, balancing the p2 in the denominator nature of the IEC decision to recommend the 7950 tzs
and giving a level response. Since p = jw, equality of the bass rolloff, one cannot really produce any very rational
two numerator terms occurs at 6o4given by: argument for correcting it. The nominal corner frequen-

cy with the Fig. 3 values is 21.22 Hz instead of the ideal
C3(R2 -I-Ri) Jr- CiR3 + C3R3

(04 = C3(R2 + ROC1R3 (4) 20.02 Hz. In any case, since C3 will in practice normallybe a tantalum electrolytic, with a -+20% tolerance, the

Since 1/6o4= T4, CiR3 = T3, and C3R1 = T2, these may be production limits for the bass rolloff corner frequency
with the Fig. 3 circuit are approximately 17-27Hz, un-substituted in Eq. (4), which with some algebraic rear-

rangement, lehds to the result: less component selection is carried out.
Fig. 4 shows measured response curves for the Fig. 3

[ r3T4 ] circuit with all c°mp °nent values within -+ 1% °f theR2 =R1 T2(T3- T4) 1 nominal ones. They were obtained using the inverse
RIAA circuit of Fig. 5, which was constructed before the

l- T4 -1 advent of Mr. Lipshitz's analysis. The original values,+ R3 [ T3C T4 ] (5) shown in brackets, are nevertheless in accordance with

318PuttinginthevaluesT2=79501xs'T3=3180tas'andT4=/_sgives: tO2= % '""x_ _toS= ;3'

R2=Rj/V-O.V556Ri. (6) (f2 _'_20HzV _ (fJ_5Oaz)

/ -j,Thusa morepreciselyaccurateprocedurefor design- 5 - 5

ing the Fig. 1 circuit to give the IEC-modified RIAA / t04= T'4 ' _ (f5_2kFlz)
response is to carry out items 1) to 7) as already de- tO = 1-2-- / (fA =5°°az)
scribed above, except that, for item 4), Eq. (6) is used in 1 T1/ " x
place of the original equation. x / \

Th°ugh m°st c°mmercial c°ntr°l units pr°vide °nly ///'_) _ a _/

one fixed value of gain in the disk input circuit, there is - unity g tn
really a very strong case for providing at least two fixed
gain settings. Satisfactory results can then be obtained
with pickups of exceptionally low sensitivity, playing /

disks with lower than usual peak recording levels, with~ Fig. 2. Theoretical response asymptotes.
out there being a danger of clipping when using very-
high-sensitivity pickups with heavily recorded disks.
Pickups do exist with sensitivities of over 3 mV/cm/s, _s_o34rB %

andona diskwitha peakinstantaneousvelocityat I000 _ ou_Hz of 40cra/s, the output from a disk circuit with a
22k.0. m_ 02

1000-Hz gain of 100 will be over 12 V--if it can swing as 'r' 10o_
much as this. It is most undesirable that such a level _ 6,_rL , 1
shouldappearon theTapeRecordsocketofa control

unit, for it would overload many tape-recorder input % _- 6.8_
circuits. It is also more pleasant for the user if the normal 75o_. _ _.9
position for volume controls is not too near to the c3 *

lop_zero-volume setting. -- 3._kn
The practical circuit of Fig. 3 has been basically de-

signed for a 1000-Hz gain of 10, obtained with the switch
in the top position. The actual gain, with the nominal
preferred values used, is 10.18. Moving the switch wiper Fig. 3. Practical design for disk input circuit.

downward increases the gain in 10-dB steps, which are Table I.
correct to within 0.3 dB with the nominal resistor values

shown. These values are chosen so that the switch wiper Component_ --,Ideal ,Valle"'- '_ivalue' U§kd , Error

- ' isfedfr0ma:sourceresistanceofvalueclOset06:84cflin C/ ' ,' · 46.76 nF ':' 47 nF +0.50%
<,:/' /';a.ll>three_p0sitionsi ;': R:(A), 6.806 kll 6.8 kll - 0.08%

Starting with R3 = 68 kfl and R_ = 750 11, the ideal R2(B) 6.839 kll 6.8 kll - 0.57%C3 10.60 3tF 10/_F - 6%
calculated values for the other components are as shown
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the formulas in his Table l(c) for thoR3 =0condition. I with falling frequency below about 1000 Hz, unlike
have now, however, corrected the values slightly, in some other types. At very high frequencies the phase
accordance with his formulas for the R3 _ 0 case, thus angle of the open-loop gain is nearly in quadrature with
allowing for the presence of the 27 fl resistors in series that of the feedback network used, giving little depar-
with the network, and duly acknowledge the usefulness ture from the ideal response. It may be noted that with
of his contribution in enabling this to be done--even the type of equalization network used in Figs. I and 3,
though the corrections in this instance amount to well the feedback/_-value remains well below unity at very
under 0.1 dB! high frequencies,ma.king a compensation capacitorfor

The falloffin response above about 40 kHz in the Fig. the operational amplifier unnecessary.
4 curves is due to the inverse RIAA network, which gives In view of the quite small difference between the (.4)
an unwanted time constant /'6 as enumerated by Mr. and (B) values forR2 in the table, it is hardly surprising
Lipshitz. The two lower curves agree very closely indeed to find that short-circuiting the capacitor C3 produces
with the theoretically predicted results, but a very slight an almost perfectly flat low-frequency response in Fig.

depai'ture from the ideal, of about 0.1 dB, is just discern- 4, as indicated by the broken-line curves. The (A) value is
ible in the top curve, particularly at frequencies in the correct without C3, whereas the (B) value is correct with
region of 100 Hz. This is caused by the finite open-loop C3. The difference in these values would be even smaller
gain of the operational amplifier, which ceases to rise if the circuit has been designed for a basic 1000-Hz gain

-5

aB

--IO

-15

-20

-25

-30 ....
,_ ....... jbz ...... %3 H., .... Jo+ 'ell]l;'9' ";o 5

Fig. 4. Measured response curves for Fig. 3 circuit. The broken-line curves were obtained with C3short-circuited.

greater than the figure of 10adopted in the Fig. 3 design.
R 6,792kn C1 4.6.46_a_' The accuracy of an RIAA equalizer circuit may be

(vas ( quickly checked by feeding it, via an inverse RIAA

(6o0n 6.834kn) 46.5_) { circuit, from a square-wave source, and Fig. 6(a) and (b)e ol,lT*oe )

in _; _ { : o_ out shows the output of the Fig. 3 circuit, set to lowest gain

' R1 47.00kn J I and with C3 short-circuited, when fed via the circuit of

Fig. 5. It is necessary to do such a test at quite a low
I'm output level from the RIAA circuit, for the waveform at

c2 16.082n_ the output of the inverse RIAA circuit contains very
27n (was 15.957ri.F) 27n large spikes, such as are never delivered by a pickup, and

.i ,, these can easily cause overloading of the disk circuit,

Fig. 5. InverseRIAA circuit, resulting in misleading waveforms. Fig. 6(c), (d), and (e)
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shows the effects of 5% errors in the values of the net- circuits. This has the advantage that a smaller value of
work components indicated. The effects are fairly dis- capacitor is used to determine the time constant, so that
tinctive, and if variable components are provided, it is it need not be an electrolytic, 5 but there is the disadvan-
not very difficult to set such a circuit up, by pure trial tage that a given rate of rise of supply voltage, on switch-
and error, to give RIAA equalization accurate at all ing the unit on, will produce a bigger output disturb-
audio frequencies to within an acceptably small fraction ance, or "plonk."
of 1 dB. It is necessary to make sure, of course, that the Fig. 7 shows one of three possible CR networks that
square-wave generator and Oscilloscope are beyond re- can be connected immediately after the operational am-

proach. However, I do agree with Mr. Lipshitz that it is plifier in a circuit of the Fig. 1 type, in place of Rnand C2,
much more sensible to get the equalizer design right by to provide the 7950- and 75-gs time constants.
calculation in the first place. To avoid too much attenuation, R5 will normally be

An obvious feature of the Fig. 1 type of circuit, in made much greater than R4, and this also helps to lin-
which it differs from those treated by Mr. Lipshitz, is that imize interaction between the low-frequency and the
the output impedance is not ideally zero. While this high-frequency sections, thus permitting the use of sim-
may be regarded as a disadvantage, it is hardly so in pie design formulas with very little error. Under these
most practical circumstances, for there will usually be a conditions it would be expected that the two time con-
buffer stage offering a constant high-impedance load to stants representing the response of the Fig. 7 network
the disk circuit and other signal sources, the buffer out- would be given fairly closely by:
put feeding the Tape Record socket and, when required,
the volume control. It is easy to arrange matters so that 7'2 = C3(Rn+ Rs) (7)
C2gives the required 75-t_s time constant in association R4Rs
with the parallel value of R4 and the buffer stage input T5 = Ca R4 -b R----_ (8)
resistance.

An alternative way to introduce the 7950-_s bass and the approximate design procedure is therefore to
rolloff is to make C3 so large that it has little effect at choose C2, C3, R4, andR5 to satisfy these equations when
audio frequencies, and then incorporate an ac coupling T2 = 7950 #s and T5 = 75/_s. It is of interest, however, to
with this time constant in the feed to the subsequent know how much error is introduced by using this simple

method of design, and this may be determined without
cumbersome mathematics in the following way.

The transfer function for the Fig. 7 network is given in
Eq. (9):

V2 pC3R5

V1 1 +p[C3R5 + (C2 + C3)R4] -bp2C2C3R4R5

(9)

(a.) (C) from which it is easily deduced that at the "midband"
frequency, which is the geometric mean of the two corner
frequencies, the phase shift is zero, only thep term in the

Another possibility would be to raise the impedance of the
whole circuit in Fig. 3, thus permitting a nonelectrolytic capac-
itor to be conveniently used for C3, but this has the disadvan-
tage that the noise performance is degraded. From the latter
point of view it would, indeed, be slightly beneficial to lower

(]3) ( d. ) the impedances, but unless lowered by a factor of 10,it willbefound that other preferred values give less accurate conformity
to the correct RIAA time constants.

R4 0 5
peak-_o-peak _/VV_ I 1 _

voltage [ ill I. R5

approx.1OmV [

V 1 02 V 2

Fig. 6. Output waveforms from circuit of Fig. 3, fed from
LevellTG200DM square-wave source via circuit of Fig. 5. (a) _ -
1000 Hz, all values as calculated. (b) 50 Hz, all values as
calculated. (c) lOOOHz,R45% low. (d) 50 Hz, C_5% high. (e) Fig. 7. Circuit for providing 7950-/_s and 75-ps time
50 Hz, R25% high. constants.
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denominator remaining, and the transmission is given normal conditions Eqs. (7) and (8) may be regarded as
by highlyaccuratefordesignpurposes.

In conclusion, I would like to mention that in 1957 a

[ V2] = 1 (10) short and excellent Letter to the Editor from W. H. LivyW midband 1 + R4/R5 + C2R4/CjR5 of EMI Studios 6 pointed out an error in an article by

At extremely low frequencies, only the 1in the denom- another author and gave, concisely and clearly, the
inator of Eq. (9) is significant, so that the low-frequency correct formulas for Mr. Lipshitz's Fig. l(a), (b), and (c)

networks. It was stated that these designs could be used
asymptote (LFA) is the line given accurately by either in inverting feedback circuits or to provide ec-

l curatepassivedeemphasis.V2 = toCjRs., (11) Also a textbook chapter 7 of which I am the authorW LFA

gives correct design formulas, independently derived,
At extremely high frequencies, only the p2 term in the for the above three networks, and points out that signifi-

denominator is significant, so that the high-frequency cant errors occur if the circuits are used with noninvert-
asymptote (HFA) is the line given accurately by ing amplifiers, and too much resistance is inserted in

series with the networks. One or two figures are very

,] V'_-12HF^ -- 1 (12) slightly in error (by well under 0.1 dB) owing to havingtoC2R4 ' used that virtually obsolete device, the slide rule, at the
time they were calculated! It is curious that neither Mr.

Ifthe circuit gave a low-frequency response following Livy nor myself appears to have been aware of the
the asymptote (11) at very low frequencies, and having a fourth possible basic network configuration, that of Mr.
corner frequency corresponding precisely to the time Lipshitz's Fig. l(d). In a somewhat similar context, it
constant T2, then thelevel of the horizontal medium-

may be noted that the part of my Fig. I circuit involving
frequency asymptote (MFA) representing this would be R2, Rj, and C_ may be replaced, if preferred, by a net-
equal to the level reached by the low-frequency asymp- work having a single resistor between the V_oand V'
tote at to = l/T2, which, from Eq. (11), is given by points, shunted by a series combination of R and C.

wV2 |l MFA -- CjRST2 (13) ADDENDUM
It has been found that if polyester-dielectric capaci-

Since we are choosing the component values to satisfy tors are used in networks such as those of Figs. 3 and 5,

Eq. (7), it follows from Eqs. (7) and (13) that the hori- then the fall in specific permittivity with rising frequen-
zontal asymptote for the ideal wanted response is as cy, and the large loss angle, which are characteristics of
givenby Eq. (14): this material, produce adetectablehigh-frequencyerror

' and a visible (small overshoot) imperfection in the

V2 _ Rs square-wave response. Polystyrene and polycarbonateR4 + Rs ' (14) capacitors are free from this defect, whose magnitude,MF^
however, is sufficiently small to make it of little tSractical

The same result can be obtained by considering the consequence.
high-frequency asymptote, the time constant Ts, and
Eqs. (12) and (8). PETERJ. BAXANDALL

Suppose now that a suitable practical value for R4 is Malvern, England
selected, and that R5 is ma'de 10 times R4. Eq. (14) then

shows that the horizontal asymptote level is at -0.828
dB relative to unity gain. If the total response were
equivalent to the sum of two component responses, each
perfectly in accordance with the asymptotes, then it may AUTHOR'S REPLY
be calculated that, at the midband frequency, each of

these responses would be below the horizontal asymp- I would like to thank Mr. Baxandall for his detailed
tote by 0.041 dB, so'thai'[he total response would be and penetrating comments on the above paper. 8 It is
below the asymptote by twice this amount, that is; by clear that he has devoted a considerable amount of time,
0.082 dB. It would therefore be below unity gain by thought and care to formulating his comments, and
0.828 + 0.082 = 0.'910 dB.

Finally C3and C2are determined from Eqs. (7) and (8) -6 W. H. Livy, "Disc Replay Equalizers," Wireless WorM,
and the values substituted in Eq. (10) to give the actual vol. 63,p. 29(1957Jan.). The first formula contains an evident

' amount by which the midband gain is below unity, and misprint; there is a term appearing as ti tj/t3 which should behtJ/t2. It is given correctly in Table 1.
the resultant figure is 0.918 dB. It is now seen that the 7 p. j. Baxandall, "High-Fidelity Amplifiers," inRadio, TV
actual response is below the ideal midband response by and Audio Technical Reference Book, S. W. Amos, Ed.
only 0.918 - 0.910 = 0.008 dB, and the error will be less (Newnes-Butterworths, 1977), chap. 14. In the disk equalizercircuit of Fig. 14.19 the input-coupling electrolytic capacitor is
than this at other frequencies. If Rs is more than 10 times shown with the wrong polarity.
R4, there will be an even smaller error, so that under _See footnote 1, p. 47.
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they certainly do represent a significant aid to under- buffer between the RIAA preamplifier and the "tape
standing the behavior of RIAA circuits. I apologize for out" sockets, and so loading of the "tape out" sockets
omitting Mr. Baxandall's contribution 7from my bibli- could cause a problem with Ts in some cases.
ography; I simply was unaware of it. Having now perused 7) I must also admit to having been unaware of the
the relevant section of his chapter, I must congratulate Fig. l(d) network configuration until perusing Reft [36]
Mr. Baxandall on the elegance of the analysis presented of my paper. It is not frequently employed for some
there, which is, of course, perfectly correct. The Livy unknown reason.
letter 6 was also unknown to me until it was brought to
my attention by Mr. A. W. Fitchett of Wellington, New Finally I would like to draw attention to two points
Zealand, subsequent to the publication of my article, concerning my paper:

To take up Mr. Baxandall's main points, with which I a) In the passive deemphasis circuits of Fig. 7 the
am substantially in agreement, I would like to comment loading effect of the subsequent stage can of course be

as follows: taken into account. LetR Ldenote the load resistance on
1) I agree that with modern high-gain-bandwidth the outPUt circuits in Fig. 7. Apart from a slight gain

integrated operational amplifiers such as the NE5534 renormalization by the voltage divider factor RJ(R L +
the effects of finite loop gain can generally be ignored. R0, it is now only necessary that R_be chosen such that
This is, however, certainly not true of the simple discrete it is the parallel combination of R L and R1 [that is,

two- or three-transistor (or tube) circuit so common in RLR_/(R L+ R0], which gives the desired value specified
the past. My purpose in Section 7 was toshowhow even forR_ in Table 1.
this limitation need not prevent RIAA accuracy from b) The last line of Eq. (25) contains a misprint. The
being achieved, factor (1 - T2s) should have read (1 + T2s).

2) Trimming for accuracy certainly is possible, and
the sensitivity Table 6 can serve as a guide to the optimal STANLEYP. LIPSHITZ
trimming procedure. Nevertheless the profusion of er- Dept. of Applied Mathematics
rors in commercial circuits in the past indicates to me University of Waterloo
that the designers were either unable or unwilling to Waterloo, Ontario
achieve accuracy by trimming. I agree with Mr. Baxan- Canada N2L 3Gl
dall that it is more sensible to get the design right in the

first place. (Due to the separation of T5 from Ti-T4 in COMMENTS ON "SHAPED TONE-
Mr. Baxandall's Fig. 1 design, trimming is inherently BURST TESTING"
easier than it is for the circuit configurations considered

in mypaper.) It waswithgreat interestthat I read the above-men-
3) Mr. Baxandall's Fig. 1 circuit is a good one, and its tioned Engineering Report 9 by Linkwitz.
reduced overload margin and slightly higher distortion For approximately 20 years, in a previous employ-
at high frequencies, compared with the standard topoi- ment while working on envelope compression, expan-
ogy of my Fig. 3, is not a significant problem in practice, sion, compansion, limiting circuits and on spatial listen-
His analysis of its design is beautifully clear and valu- lng investigations, I have found that the use of a pulsed-
able. I feel obliged, however, to point out that it is tone test signal is essential in the determination of
inherently an easier design to analyze, for the same rea- transient characteristics. Without these facilities one is
sons mentioned in point 2) above, completely lost when moving from the traditional steady-

4) Although the precise value of T_ is of no great state testing into the real world of audio. I have long
concern, because T_ determines the dc settling time of advocated this method for the testing and evaluation of
the circuit at switch-on, it must be considered in the all audio and acoustic devices and it is gratifying to read

overalldesign, similarviewsexpressedin the article.
5) The clarification of my use of expressions like However, I have a few criticisms, particularly of the

R]Ci/R2Ci in Tables l(b)-(d) and 3(b)-(d) is valuable, method described in obtaining the pulsed or shaped tone
and I should have explained my meaning. In Table l(b), burst. My findings over the years are that it is highly
for example, for R3 % 0 one should first compute R2C2 desirable to be able to independently vary rise, dwell,
from the given expression in terms of T3-T6, and then use fall, and repetition times of the envelope, and that the
the remaining formulas to evaluate, in order, R_C_, widths and repetitions need to range about 0.1 ms to
R2Cl, RIC2, R1/R2, and finally Ci/C2. Apart from mak- about 2 s.

ing it unnecessary to display unwieldy formulas, this An obvious method of obtaining this specification is
procedure minimizes the amount of redundant calcula- to shape the pulse prior to multiplication with the tone
tion necessary, in an analog multiplierchip.As it is possibleto balance

6) Mr. Baxandall's optimization of component values an integrated-circuit multiplier to better than -70 dB
in his Fig. 3 circuit, including the clever gain switching relative to the full amplitude burst, this provides a far
without frequency response penalties, is noteworthy,
and the overall performance is outstanding in spite of

the deceptive simplicity of the circuit. Many North Amer- 9 S. Linkwitz, J. AudioEng. Soc., vol. 28, pp. 250-258 (1980
ican preamplifier designs unfortunately do not provide a April).
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